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I. Reforms and fiscal consolidation in fast‐forward mode

2

Greece is at the fforefront
f
off p
positive changes…
g

Opportunity

Crisis
Reforms

Trade

Investments
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Greece’s initiatives are the key drivers for
resuming
i growth
th

Long‐term growth drivers
In Progress
Fiscal Consolidation
Deficit, Administration,
Deficit
Administration
Tax Evasion

In Progress
Structural Reforms
Labor,, State Assets,,
Business Environment,
Regulation

Being planed
Business Reforms
Legislation,
Liberalization
Liberalization,
Privatizations,
PPP, FDI

Source: Ministry of Finance, Eurobank EFG Equities Research, Sept.2010
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Greece is decisively tackling
th challenge
the
h ll
off fi
fiscall consolidation
lid ti

Greece is taking

•

The Greek ggovernment is implementing
p
g an Economic and financial
Program that represents the government's firm response to the
current challenges that the country faces

•

The Program is supported with a €110bn financing package provided
by Euro area Member States and the IMF

•

The Program includes both structural and fiscal reforms that will help
Greece overcome deep‐rooted structural deficiencies that persist in
public fiscal management, the economy and the financial sector

•

The Program foresees a fiscal effort in the order of 12 GDP percentage
points or approx. €30 bn from now until the end of 2013

•

“The strength of the program so far has not only been its ambitious
and front loaded adjustment effort, but above all, [it has been] the
government’s determination―this is clearly the government’s
program―and the socially well‐balanced nature of the adjustment,”
Thomsen said.

concrete steps to
confront the recent
fiscal consolidation

November 2010, “The program is off to an
impressive start, but it is now at a
crossroad, where further progress will
depend on difficult structural reforms”
Poul Thomsen, head of the IMF team
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Strong austerity measures are already
yielding
i ldi results
lt
Increase of revenue (€ m)

Source: Ministry of Finance

Decrease of expenses (€ m)

Source: Ministry of Finance
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…with a new cluster of initiatives coming up
shortly
h tl
T
Turnaround
d loss‐making
l
ki Public
P bli companies
i
Reduce Hospital expenditure through:

5 fronts
to tackle
within 2011

‐ decrease in prices of meditation
‐ introduction of an integrated system of
prescription monitoring
‐ establishment of new procedures for
government supplies

Rationalize Healthcare funds & reduce
pharmaceutical
h
ti l prices
i
Focus on targeted Social contributions
Fight tax evasion
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II. Why Greece?
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Why Greece?:
1 Strategic
1.
St t i LLocation
ti
Member of the Eurozone,
Eurozone
NATO,EBRD,EIB, IMF, UN, OECD, WTO,
WHO, Interpol, UNESCO and CERN
Access to high growth‐rate markets of
SE Europe:
‐ GDP > 1trill $/year
‐ Consumers > 140 mill

Europe

Business & Cultural Tights
Africa

Middle East

Greek Companies’ Network > 4.000
Greek Banks ‘ Network
‐branches> 3.000
‐SE market share >20%

Greek Companies

Greek companies rank among top 3 in
each market

Greece is ideal for regional headquarters to support growth in
European Union, South East Europe, Middle East and North Africa
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Why Greece?:
2 Strong
2.
St
Business
B i
case for
f FDIs
FDI
Foreign ownership allowed
Sector / Group

Greece’s
allowance

OECD’s FDI Restrictiveness Index
Global average

Health care & waste
managementt

100.0

96.0

Construction, tourism & retail

100.0

98.1

g manufacturingg
Light

100.0

96.6

Telecom

100.0

88.0

Mining, oil & gas

100.0

92.0

Agriculture & forestry

100.0

95.9

Banking

100.0

91.0

Insurance

100.0

91.2

Media

100 0
100.0

68 0
68.0

Source: Worldbank, 2010

The less the better:
FDI Index Scores by Country
(closed = 1, open = 0)

Source: OECD 2010
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Why Greece?:
3 Supportive
3a.
S
ti investment
i
t
t climate
li t
PPPs

Spurring economic activity

• PPP legal framework introduced in 2005
• 45 companies have completed PPP projects to date
• 22 projects with a total budget of approximately
€2bn expected to be tendered in 2011
€2bn,

• Simplification of all procedures of business start ups (from
16 steps‐38 days to 1 step ‐1 day), through the use of an
electronic registry for enterprises (Law 3852/2010)
• New framework to promote investments in the Renewable
Energy Sector (RES) (New RES Law 3851/2010)
• New Law for the lifting of cabotage rights in cruise tourism
(Law 3872/2010)

New Laws to be introduced by the end of the Year
• New Law for accelerating licensing procedures, which aims to reduce to 3 months all required procedures for
large‐scale investments
• New law for the Industrial Zones which will enhance their development
• New law for the liberalization of the “closed” professions

New Investment Incentives Law (to be voted)
•
•
•
•

5 kinds of incentives: cash grants, long term debt repayments, equipment leasing subsidies, wage subsidies
Special
p
Tax Regime
g
Provisions for bigg investments
Incentives can reach 50% of the investment cost
Expected to be ratified by Parliament by December 2010
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Why Greece:?
3b Fast Track Law
3b.
A new law that accelerates the licensing procedure
for strategic investments was voted a few days ago.
Qualification Prerequisites
• The total value of the investment must exceed 200 million Euro,
OR
• The value of the investment exceeds 75 million Euro and,
concurrently, the investment creates 200 new jobs,
OR
• Regardless
R
dl
the
h investment
i
value,
l
every 3 years at least
l
3 million
illi Euro
E
are invested
‐ in advanced technologies and innovation projects, or
‐ on environmental protection of the country, or
‐ in
i the
h areas off education,
d
i
research
h and
d technology
h l
OR
• The investment creates 250 new working places
Invest in Greece plays a key role in the Fast Track process operating as
“ one‐stop‐shop”
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Why Greece?:
4 T talent
4.Top
t l t att competitive
titi rates
t
Top ten countries in ICT Development
Index skills

Average weekly work hours of skilled
personnel

Source: ITU, 2009

Source: UBS

Europe – Middle East

North America
88

75

Gross annual
income of
engineers
(USD thous.)

65

62

59

59

57

55
40

39

Asia

Greece

77
50

60
42

35

34

30

29

Source: UBS; Prices and Earnings report 2009
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III. Investment opportunities
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Investment opportunities
pp

1. Compelling Public Projects (Infrastructure & Privatizations)
2. Tourism & Real Estate
3. Renewable Energy Sources & Environmental Management
4. ICT & Life Sciences
5 Food & Beverage (Mediterranean Diet)
5.
15

Concessions’ Success Stories

Concessions have been a very successful way
of realizing large scale projects in Greece

Operation of Port of Piraeus
container
t i
tterminal
i l

Athens International Airport

Rio
Rio –– Antirio
Antirio Bridge
Bridge
g

16
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1a. Attractive Infrastructure Projects ‐ Concessions
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1b. Ambitious Privatization Agenda
g

Transport

Utilities

• Hellenic Railways
• Ports
• Airports
• EYATH ‐ water and sewerage in Athens
• EYDAP ‐ water and sewerage in Thessaloniki
• ELTA ‐ Post

Lottery and
Gaming

• OPAP
• Casinos

Real Estate

• KED ‐ State owned
d properties
• ETA ‐ State owned tourism properties
• Hellenic Olympic Properties

18
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Investment Opportunities
pp

1. Compelling Public Projects (Infrastructure & Privatizations)
2. Tourism & Real Estate
3. Renewable Energy Sources & Environmental Management
4. ICT & Life Sciences
5 Food & Beverage (Mediterranean Diet)
5.
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2a. Tourism holds a prominent position in
the Greek economy
economy……
Greece is the 4th most popular tourist destination in the
European Union for the year 2010, according to the Euro
barometer poll.
Greece is among top 10 destinations for 2010 (Lonely Planet
Best Travel 2010)
Greece is the most favorable tourism destination for Austrians
for 2010 (Austrian Corp Touristique)
Greece is considered to be one of the cheapest tourist
destinations for British tourists among 30 countries
worldwide, according to the British research network of tourist
services Skyscanner
Greece holds the 12th position on global Tourism revenues
and the 6th in Tourist arrivals globally
Greece holds in 2010 the 2nd place among 41 countries across
Europe, South Africa, Morocco, Tunisia, New Zealand, Brazil,
Canada and the Caribbean, in the European Blue Flag Program
with 421 beaches and 9 marinas

• More than 6,000 islands and islets
• 15,000 km of coastline
• 300 sunshiny days per year on average (max.
in July : 14 sunshiny hours per day)
20

…..showing
g great
g
potential
p
in numbers
Tourism sector receipts
p ((€ mil.))

Tourist Arrivals ((mil.))

20 F
17.5
12.1

2004

13.3

2005

17.6
15

14.4

2006

2007

2008

2009

2015

Source: National Statistical Service, World Travel and Tourism Council 2010
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There are many growth opportunities in the
Greek tourism sector in the higher
g
value‐added
segment Opportunities
Advantages

Subsector

Marinas

Integrated Resorts

• More than 5,000 Islands, islets and over 15,000 km of
coast line
• Safe sea, small distances between destinations and
favorable wind force
• 128 marinas in total with 19,269 mooring places
• 55 of them are actually in service providing for 10,015
places(report on ports/marinas‐ICAP
ports/marinas ICAP 2008)
• The yachting market in Greece is well organized and
expanding
• A well‐educated and experienced workforce is
active/employed in the tourism sector
• Mediterranean climate favours year round operation
• Attractive subsidies
• Superb locations to establish resorts

• Need for more and
upgraded marinas
• Attractive subsidies

An important
i
t t number
b off
• A
reliable experienced
construction companies
operate in Greece
• Lack of integrated resorts.

Business Tourism

• 0.8% of the ‘global pie’ with an aim to reach 2‐2.5%
(ICCA)
• Athens holds the 15th position in 2008, ten places higher
than in 2007 (ICCA)
• Spectacular Destinations
• Well developed tourist infrastructure, especially 5*
Hotels

• Excellent climate favors all
year conference and
business tourism
• Lack of convention centers
• Destination not yet
saturated
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Many growth opportunities in the Greek tourism
sector in the higher
g
value‐added segment (cont’d)
Subsector

Advantages

Golf Resorts

Wellness

Eco Tourism

• The country is an established tourism destination with
strong sports traditions: Greece was ranked 12th
in terms of receipts in 2008 by the UN World Tourism
Organization. The country is also the birthplace of the
Olympics and has a strong sports tradition.
• Ideal climate for golfing all year round
• Available land amid spectacular settings
•Well developed tourism infrastructure

Opportunities
• Suitable land for development
• Priority sector with lucrative
incentives
• Only 7 golf courses
• Significant
Si ifi
unmet demand
d
d with
ih
huge potential for growth

• Nearly 700 thermo mineral springs of great value
• Booming domestic demand for spa services
• Well educated & highly experienced human resources

• Mostly underdeveloped or
operating with outdated facilities
• Current
C
t capacity
it is
i low
l in
i absolute
b l t
numbers
• Available sites for developing spas
and thalassotherapy centers
• Attractive subsidies

•
•
•
•
•

• Development of infrastructure such
as roads, airports and bridges
• A greater variety of economic
activities in rural & non‐industrial
non industrial
regions
• Eco‐spa business all year‐round

Diverse natural environment
Rare combination of mountains and island complexes
Negative impacts minimized on host community
Demand for local goods and services
Growing number of eco‐conscious tourists seeking for
a pristine environment
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Many growth opportunities in the Greek
tourism sector in the higher
g
value‐added
segment (cont’d)
Subsector

Health Tourism

Sports Tourism

Advantages

Opportunities

• Mild climate, Mediterranean diet and
clean environment are ideal to
patient’s recuperation
• Well educated, multilingual personnel
• Unique location between Europe,
Africa, and Asia, make Greece easily
accessible, reducing patients’ travel
risks

• Plethora of famous medical schools, along
with highly qualified medical personnel
• Wellness boom takingg p
place
• New fitness consciousness & striving for
health leads to a rapidly rising demand for
visits to appropriate destinations in a well‐
preserved natural environment

• Expert in hosting major sporting
events
• The
Th 2004 Ol
Olympic
i G
Games brought
b
h
about mega infrastructure
• Breathtaking scenes for winter sports
(Ski, mountaineering etc)

• Generous investment incentives
• Some forms of sports tourism are not yet
adequately
d
l developed
d l
d

24

2b. Real Estate

(‐)

(+)
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Investment Opportunities
pp

1. Compelling Public Projects (Infrastructure & Privatizations)
2. Tourism & Real Estate
3. Renewable Energy Sources & Environmental Management
4. ICT & Life Sciences
5 Food & Beverage (Mediterranean Diet)
5.
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3a. Renewable Energy
gy Sources
• Bound by EU regulations and Kyoto Protocol agreements

€ 44 Billions Euros

Investment
• National target for RES at 20% of electricity production by
2020
• Increased domestic demand for electrical energy, to
surpass 80,000 GWh in 2020 from about 70,000 GWhin
2009
• High feed‐in tariffs through 20 – year PPA (power
purchase agreement)
 4th in EU for Solar
9th in EU for Wind

210.000 new
Jobs
Projects with
strong cash flows
and attractive
Returns on
Investment

• Ideal conditions for wind and solar energy
• Decrease of RES production cost,
cost attractive investment
incentives
27

Greece’s attractiveness in RES
(Ernst & Young,
Yo ng August
A g st 2010)
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The National Renewable Energy Action Plan has
th ttargets
the
t for
f allll RES
As reported by YPEKA, in the latest National
Renewable Energy Action Plan

Capacity 2010*
Hydro
Geothermal

7 500
7,500

PV
Concetraded Solar
Wind
Biomass

4 650
4,650

3,237

Target 2020

3,237

4,650

0

120

184

2,200

0

250

1,327

7,500

60

350

* Estimated Capacity for end of 2010
2,200
1,327

0
Hydro

120

Geothermal

184
PV
Capacity 2010

0

250

Concetraded
Solar

60
Wind

350

Biomass

Target 2020
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The Renewable Energy Sources sector in
Greece has various opportunities to offer
• Greenfield investments in wind farms

Wind

• Cooperation with existing firms
• Light manufacturing

PV

Geothermal

Biofuels

Hydro

• Greenfield investments in PV parks
• Light manufacturing

• Greenfield investments in geothermal
power plants

• Greenfield investments in Biofuel plants
• Biorefineries

• Greenfield investments in small hydro
plants

30

Success Stories
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Investment opportunities:
3b Waste management
3b.
• Creation of modern,, integrated
g
facilities
for treating and disposing municipal solid
waste
• Energy
gy recoveryy from organic
g
waste
Country targets
According to EU and national directives Greece
should:
recover at least 60% by weight all packaging
waste by 2011 which includes recycling at least
55%
Current Status: 50%
decrease biodegradable waste , that is sent to
landfill by
‐ 1,100,000 tons in 2010,
‐ 1,900,000
1 900 000 ttons iin 2013
2013, and
d
‐ 2,700,000 tons in 2020
Current Status: 461,079 tons (42% target
coverage)

• Rehabilitation of the existing landfills
• Environmental sound management of
industrial medical and hazardous waste
industrial,
• Construction of suitable transfer station
networks and recycling centres
• Selective collection at source and further
recycling of municipal waste
• Water treatment and sea or brackish
water desalination
• Wastewater and sewage treatment
32

Two PPP projects lead the way
in waste management

• Implementation of an integrated waste management
system in the Prefecture of Thessaloniki
• €242m + 20% for heavy maintenance and insurance

Public
P
bli P
Private
i t Partnership
P t
hi
(PPP) projects underway

• Implementation of infrastructure for the integrated waste
management system in the region of Western Macedonia
• €97m + 20% for heavy maintenance and insurance

Source: Special Secretariat for Public Private Partnerships ‐ Ministry of Economy, Competitiveness & Shipping
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Investment Opportunities
pp

1. Compelling Public Projects (Infrastructure & Privatizations)
2. Tourism & Real Estate
3. Renewable Energy Sources & Environmental Management
4. ICT & Life Sciences
5 Food & Beverage (Mediterranean Diet)
5.
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4. ICT and Life
f Sciences

Intense R&D activity…
Thessaloniki

…generates multiple investment opportunities

• Software
development

• Drug
D
development
d l
t

• Microchip and
MEMS design

• Medical &
diagnostic devices

• R&D lab

• Clinical trials

Larissa
Patras

Clusters:

Athens

Iraklio

• Regional support
center

ICT
Life
Sciences
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Investment Opportunities
pp

1. Compelling Public Projects (Infrastructure & Privatizations)
2. Tourism & Real Estate
3. Renewable Energy Sources & Environmental Management
4. ICT & Life Sciences
5 Food & Beverage (Mediterranean Diet)
5.
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There are abundant niche markets that
could
ld house
h
investment
i
t
t projects
j t
24% of Sales

25% of Turnover

GDP

20% of Total
Exports
p

5 – 6%

24% of
Employment

1,5%

Revenues > 2 bn €

Niche
Ni
h Markets
M k t
• Honey and nut based snacks
• Pasta products
• Marmalades and pickled goods
• Ready made meals and frozen
food
• Seafood
• Chocolates and confectionery
• Cheeses
• Specialty herb mixes
• Traditional spoon sweets
• Liqueurs and fruit juices
• Herbal beverage products
• Organic products

36
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5. Food & Beverage (Mediterranean Diet)

Conducive environment

Support by a thriving agricultural sector

Growing organic market of high added
value

37
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Greece rebounding:
a very credible
dibl expectation
t ti
Room for investment: 1‐5 yyear horizon
Property & real estate development

Infrastructure
Toll roads & concessions
Marine/port developments
Existing & New airports

Airport development
Tourism
REIT& REIC formation & flotation
Gaming sector / Casinos

Estimated investment €10bn

Estimated investment €5bn

Energy projects

Water & waste

Capacity replacement (generation)
New business (RES)
Transmission/Interconnection investments
Natural gas

Water resources management
g
Waste management
Utility companies

Estimated investment €20bn

Estimated investment €5bn

Total estimated investment of €37bn
Source: EFG Eurobank
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IV. Invest in Greece services
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We provide full services, so you establish
yourselves
l
and
d expand
d in
i Greece
G
1. Governmentall Legall Entity
i
2. Incorporation and operation since
1996
3. Business Units:


Investment Promotion Unit



Investor Services Unit



Policy and Planning Unit



Finance and Administration Unit



Communication and Public
Relations Unit

Assistance &
Advice
A l i
Analysis
FAST TRACK
Aftercare
Support

Facilitation
Personal
Service

Invest in Greece provides support throughout the entire business cycle
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Development of Investment
O
Opportunities
t iti P
Portfolio
tf li
Constantly updated E‐book

Private Projects

Public Projects
‐

‐

Promotion of mature public
projects, in sectors where the
country has competitive
advantages.
Cooperation with the relevant
Ministries and the local authorities
for finding projects which can
attract private investments.

-

-

Development of a portfolio of
mature p
private p
projects,
j
, after
performing due-diligence of legal
documents such as (eg.
Ownership titles, concession
contracts etc)) from the Legal
g
Department of Invest in Greece.
Promotion to foreign Investors
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E‐book:
Your Key to investments in Greece
Tailor made E-books:
- Per target country
- Per Sector
- Per Greece’s Region
are created for all the missions of Invest
in Greece and all the official delegations
of the Greek government abroad
and create an e-library
‐Sector Presentations

In your
Key to Investments
in Greece,

‐Specific Project Opportunities (per sector)

links to the latest
versions are
provided

‐ Investments Legal Framework
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Invest in Greece’s web‐site
embraces the world
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